Week 9
Unit 7a - Collocations (p. 118)
1. Toxic fumes, gases, dump...
2. Susatinable development, agriculture, energy...
3. Waste disposal, collection, reduction...
4. Environmental awareness, impact, policy...
5. Solar heating, power, energy...
6. Alternative / renewable / clean ... energy
7. Power / nuclear reprocessing / waste recycling... plant
8. Non-renewable / sustainable / unlimited ... resources
9. Toxic / chemical / hazardous... substance
10. Carbon (dioxide) / exhaust / vehicle ... emissions

Week 9
Unit 7a - Language plus (p. 119)
•Have no option but to do sth
•Give voice to sth
•Give rise to
•Have nothing to do with sth
•Have the good sense to do sth
•Have one’s work cut out for one
•Give sb a helping hand
•Have alot to answer for

Week 9
Listening 1: Tracks 13, 14, 15, 16
Extract 1: two students discussing fresh water
Extract 2: a man talking about his job as a soil scientist
Extract 3: an architect talking about green building designs
Listening 2: Saving energy in houshold
Survey on energy – efficient appliances
Useful phrases from listening activity p. 122: considerable attention has
been paid to, a groundbreaking piece of research has attracted much
interest, the main objective of the US research, demonstarte the
feasibility of, the findings suggest that, scientists speculate that ...may
have important implications for

Week 9
Read extracts from listening activity and explain the difference in the
meaning of the word ‘potential’.
1. Recently, a ground breaking piece of research has attracted much
interest from both scientists and environmentalists for the
‘potential’ impact it could have on the eco-friendly lighting industry.
2. While this is not yet a stage where it is commercially possible, as a
development, scientists speculate that it has huge ‘potential’ and
may have important implications for the protection of the
environment.
1. Adjective = likely or possible
2. Noun = the inherent capacity / ability
Source H. Q. Mitchell – Marileni Malkogianni, Student's Book
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